Follow these simple steps
to prepare your Chill Out
& About (”CO&A”) for
use at your next event:
stay-cool serving system
1. Remove the round and rectangle containers from the main tray lid by rotating or sliding the containers in the direction of the
“unlock” arrows. (See step 5 for further instructions on inserting and removing the containers.)
2. Remove the main tray lid.
3. FILL the main tray with water to the bottom of the fill line indicated on the side of the main tray. Do not fill above the fill line.
If you do not have time to freeze the water overnight, fill the main tray with a mix of water and ice (“ice bath”) to the bottom
of the fill line.
4. Reattach the main tray lid to the main tray. Ensure the lid is TIGHTLY sealed.
5. Attach the lids to the small containers. Insert and lock the small containers into their respective openings on the main tray lid
as follows:
a. Round containers - line up the tabs on the outside of the round containers with corresponding notches found on the
round holes on the main tray lid. Insert the round container into the notches and rotate in the direction of the “lock”
arrow until the tabs snap firmly into place. Reverse these steps to remove the container.
b. Rectangle containers - line up the tabs on the outside of the rectangle containers with corresponding notches found
on the rectangular holes on the main tray lid. Insert the container into the notches and slide in the direction of the
“lock” arrow until the tabs snap firmly into place. Reverse these steps to remove the container.
6. If you are not using an ice bath, carefully place the fully assembled main tray into the freezer overnight, or until the water is
completely frozen. It’s important to ensure the tray is level so the water will CHILL evenly.
7. Remove the tray from the freezer (or fill with ice and water) just prior to your event.
8. To SERVE, fill the small containers with food. Place the CO&A on a level serving table on a towel or on the CO&A serving pad
(sold separately). Do not place directly on wood or other surfaces that may be damaged by water or condensation.
9. Once your event is over, you may remove the small containers as per step 5 above. If any food remains, put the clear lids
on the small containers and STORE them in the refrigerator.
10. All pieces of the CO&A are dishwasher (top shelf recommended), microwave, and freezer safe.

Package contains:
One container base with lid, one 4-cup round container
with lid and one 4-cup rectangular container with lid.
4-cup round
container with lid
See-through lids
show off food
without leaving
it uncovered

4-cup rectangular
container with lid
Lightweight,
nesting containers
for easy serving
and storage

Lid for base
container
Keeps food
ready to serve
and at a safer
temperature

Base
Fill with ice
bath for quick
& easy use

Package contains:
One container base with lid, one 4-cup round container
with lid and two1½-cup rectangular containers with lids.
4-cup round
container with lid
See-through lids
show off food
without leaving
it uncovered
Base
Fill with ice
bath for quick
& easy use

1½-cup rectangular
container with lid
Lightweight,
nesting containers
for easy serving
and storage
Lid for base
container
Keeps food
ready to serve
and at a safer
temperature

14 piece set contains all of the above.

The Chill Out & About stay-cool serving system is the perfect container combination to keep food fresher, cooler, and
safer for hours at any outdoor or indoor function, at home, or on the go. With this incredibly easy-to-use system, you can
keep salads, hors d’oeuvres, dips, dressings, desserts, and more fresh, chilled, and delicious.
Once again, thank you for purchasing the CO&A. If you have questions or need additional information about
The Sundance Co., LLC or any of our other products, please visit our website at www.chilloutandabout.com.

